


The First National Conference of the SNPA (Italian Network for Environmental
Protection) will take place in Rome, on the 27th and 28th of February 2019, in Rome,
at Antonianum Auditorium. The aim of the event is spreading information to the public
and to the institutions about SNPA’s activities, in order to obtain more awareness on
this technical network and expertise: public servants whose core business is to control
and monitor the environmental pollution and deliver data on the state of the
environment in Italy.

The Conference, that will be held as a first public event after the issue of the SNPA
institutive law 132/2016, will be anticipated by three preparatory events.

First preparatory event - Ferrara - Comparing with companies

Will be held in Ferrara, during the Rem-Tech Exhibition, on the 20th of September. 
The theme of the first preparatory event is “SNPA compares with companies”. In the
afternoon, in the SNPA booth, thematic discussion tables will be prepared, so to obtain
4 separate technical debates, among SNPA experts and industrial representatives. Main
subjects of the tables will be: environmental remediation, natural hazards and climate,
circular economy, innovation. The afternoon will end with the issue of instant reports.

Second preparatory event - Rome - Comparing with the world of science

Will be held in Rome on the 19th of October. The theme of the second preparatory event
is “SNPA compares with the world of science” looking to 2030. Celebrating the 50th Club
of Rome Anniversary is one aim as well as elaborating the role of SNPA, producing
environmental data and knowledge, building the country strategy vision for 2030. 
The event will take place in a dedicated conference room of the Italian Parliament. 



The idea is to have a moment of expression of the System capabilities compared to
society needs, through speeches of SNPA’s representatives and scientist coming from
the two days of celebration of the 50th anniversary of the club of Rome. 

Third preparatory event - Palermo - Comparing with citizens

Will be held in Palermo, Italian culture capital in 2018, in december, 5th and 6th.
Theme of the third event will be “SNPA compares with citizens”. Two days to debate
about the level of environmental services to be provided to the citizens challenging the
historical “southern question” of the country and the SNPA institutive law that
introduces the so called LEPTA (Essential Level of Environmental Technical Services).
The communication issue will be addressed as well.

The first SNPA Conference - Rome - SNPA Environmental data, control and science
towards 2030

The three preparatory events will be the milestones of road to the SNPA Conference
that will be held on the 27th and 28th of February in Rome. Two day of debates,
among the SNPA’s experts in the first day, elaborating results from the three
preparatory events and drafting SNPA plans for the future, presenting the results on
the 28th to the most important institutions of the country.

www.isprambiente.gov.it/en/evidence/snpa/snpa-national-conference-1st-edition




